富士見市
How to dispose of household garbage and
recyclable garbage (Special issue)
Keep the place to dispose garbage
and recyclable garbage safe and clean.

2

Dispose of garbage in each region on the appointed date until 8:30
in the morning. Garbage is collected only once on the appointed day.

The place to dispose garbage is kept clean by the cooperation of
the users. Be sure to dispose garbage at the appointed place.

3

4
Garbage must be sorted according to category.

Illegal dumping is a crime.
It is banned to dispose garbage at random by Waste Management and
Public Cleaning Act.
If you ﬁnd disposing garbage at random, call the police or city hall. Do
not talk to such person directly.

Protect the property.
Resources disposed at the garbage pick-up place (papers, cloths,
bottles, cans, plastic bottles, plastics) are properties of the city
(citizens).
It is a crime to steal materials from the garbage pick-up place.
If you ﬁnd a theft, call the police or city hall. Do not talk to the thief
directly.

If the garbage is not stored properly, it is not collected.
If the garbage is not collected, managing persons of the garbage
pick-up place will be in trouble.
Be sure to sort garbage accordingly and dispose it again later.

5

Keep the date and time to dispose garbage.

6

If you don’
t know how to sort garbage:
Refer to this paper. If you still don’
t understand, consult Environment
Division, City Hall

色

白

Revised on March, 2015
Revised on February, 2018
Handling of garbage may be changed after issuing this pamphlet without notice.

度

用

1

70％の 紙を

使
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Resources
How to trash

Tie back

Paper pack

Tie back

Corrugated board

Newspaper and advertising catalog

How to trash

Collecting once a week
How to trash

（1）Wash

（2）Open

（3）Dry

Tie back

Milk cartons and others

●Pamphlet, copy paper, wrapping paper, paper bag, packing box, envelope
*Garbage which cannot be collected as paper cartons
●Do not waste garbage in paper bags because it cannot be seen.
Soap, papers with ﬂavor such as incense sticks,
●Put paper cartons to milk cartons and others, not as combustible garbage. photos, thermal paper, box of cleaning substance,
(Put small papers in envelopes or pinch between magazines not to ﬂy apart)

*Discharge name cards and postcards which will identify individual name as burnable garbage

How to trash

used disposable diaper, tissues, and dirty paper
of dishes that cannot wash out with water should
waste to combustible garbage.

Take oﬀ
vinyl tie

Take out
vinyl

Tie back

Wrapping paper

Present box, box for sweets, tissue box

Calendar
(clasps are unburnable garbage)

Old cloths

●Wash cloths before disposing so it
can be ready to use.
●Do not waste those garbage in rainy
and snowy days.

How to trash

Sheets, towel

Clothes

Following wastes cannot be resources
（1）Worn-out and moist clothes

➡Combustible garbage

（2）Cushion, pillow, bathroom rug, toilet seat cover, dust cloth, blanket for pets ➡Combustible garbage

Fold and tie back
Blanket

Paper bag

Do not waste
garbage in
paper bags

（3）Kimono, down jacket, short coat worn over a kimono

➡Combustible garbage

（4）Uniform for school or company, working cloth

➡Combustible garbage

（5）Japanese-style bedding, carpet, mattress, electric carpet, electric blanket ➡Bulk garbage
（6）Vinyl rain cape, leisure sheet

➡Cut in piece and waste as resources plastic

Magazines and books

Trash

Books, dictionaries

Textbooks, notebooks

Pamphlets, publication

Tie
back

Magazines, catalogs

Harmful wastes

Trash
*Finish up

Temperature
gauge

Thermometer
(Put in a transparent bag)

Lighter

Bottles, sprays, electric bulbs

Bottles for
cosmetic
product

Beer bottles,
1800cc bottles,
bottles for
food and drink

Dry cell
(Return button battery and charging type
battery to the purchased store)

Put fragment of broken glass or
others in a transparent bag so
that not to scatter

Wash inside the bottle with water
and remove caps, and corks

Spray cans,
gas cylinders

Put into a container
for harmful wastes

Put in a paper case and put
it aside of a case for bottles.
If there is no paper case or it
is broken, put it in a
transparent bag

When it is fully used, punching hole is not necessary.

Trash

Electric bulb,
ﬂuorescent bulb

Put in a container
for bottles

*The containers may be collected and will be replaced by other containers.

Trash

Cans for beverage

Cans

Cans for food
Cans for
canning

18-liter square can

Oil cans

Wash inside
with water

Put in a case
for cans

*Contact Environment Division for collecting or distributing containers of cans, bottles, harmful wastes, unburnable garbage, PET bottles, plastics for resources
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Unburnable garbage

How to trash

■Wastes including metals (excluding cans)

■Things made of clay

Collect once a week

*Wrap blades with paper
*Put a top
on the can

*Put razor blades
and needles in a can

Aluminum guard
for a stove burner

■Glasses, drinking cups, mirrors
■Small electric product

■Others

Cut a cord from
the body and bind it

Put broken glass or others in a transparent bag
so that it does not scatter

Tire chain

CD, DVD

（3）
Crush the
bottle

How to trash

（4）
Peel oﬀ labels

●18-littre can
Cans larger than 24 x 24 x 35cm
are wasted as bulk garbage
●Put broken glass or others in a
transparent bag so that it does
not scatter

Cut rubber
chain in four pieces
Waste metal chains
without cutting

Resources
（1）
（2）
Take out caps Wash inside
the bottle

Put in a container
for unburnable garbage

Chopping board
made of plastic

Collect once a week
Followings cannot be collected as PET bottles
Plastic bottles other than PET bottles

Caps are
wasted as plastic
for resources

Distilled spirit,
sweet cooking
rice wine
and others

Soy sauce

Juice, tea

Labels are
wasted as plastic
for resources

Alcohol

Beverage

PET bottles

Waste as
combustible
garbage

Soy sauce

Put in a net bag
for PET bottles

This mark is
indicated at the
bottom of the bottle
which means that
Indication mark the PET bottle can
be recycled
of material

Wash and remove
the remaining waste
before putting inside the
recycle plastic.

Bottles used
for cleaning
substance

Bottles used for
cooking oil

Plastic for resources

plastic cups, packs

Containers for
cup noodles,
puddings, instant foods
Containers for lunch
sold at convenience stores

Plastic toys and buckets

Packages for
eggs and jellies

Cases and packages
for daily needs,
medicines,
cosmetic products

Records

Containers for
detergent, shampoo,
rinse, hand cream
and eye-drops

Plastic bags, cellophane wrap

Plastic cups and packs for foods
and daily needs

Wash inside
the bottle

Bottles for sauce,
sauce for noodle,
dressing,
and
lactic drink

Bags for instant food and
frozen food, plastic shopping bags,
packages for candy and sweets

How to trash

Wash it thoroughly, dry and put
in the green net for plastic
resources.

If wastes are put in a plastic shopping bag,
take them out and then put in a net bag

Bags for vegetables,
soba noodles and bread,
plastic wraps for raw foods,
thin external ﬁlms for cup noodles, etc.

Polyethylene
bucket

Tooth
brush

Nets to wrap
apples or peaches

Plastic trays for foods

Plastic toys

Wash bowl

Hose,
vinyl sheet

into

Trays

Others
Cassette tape cases

Nets for oranges
or onions

Bags and wraps made of plastic for foods
and daily needs

cut

Video tape cases

Plastic net for foods

Net bags

Dirty tops or tops
combined with other materials are
not for plastic for resources

Bottles made of plastic for food product and daily needs

Bottles

Tops

Tops of PET bottles,
empty bottles,
and plastic bottles
made of plastic

Collected once a week

cm

50

（cut into 50cm）

Pump for
a bottle

Those wastes
are collected
at super market
and stores

How to waste plastic resources
（1）Do not waste plastics when anything is contained inside a bottle, etc.（2）
Wash and drain
（3）If it is dirty, waste as combustible garbage（4）
Foam polystyrene for buﬀer materials and packaging are wasted as combustible garbage
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Combustible garbage
■Woods
■Seashell ■Rubbers,
■Branch, twigs
leather goods Thickness should be up to 5cm 2 or 3 blocks at a time

■Kitchen
garbage

Lengths should be up to 50cm

collected twice a week
How to waste

Milky-white
semi-transparent bag

Water-white
transparent bag

*Drain
the water
thoroughly
Thickness up to 5cm

■Dirty plastic products ■Cushions, stuﬀed toy
Size up to
50x50cm

Wastes larger
than a 18-liter
square can is a
bulk garbage

Containers
for oil

■Empty case for
cleansers,
and others

（ﬁlthy matter）

■Pillow

（Pre-registration necessary）

Followings are not allowed

Expanded
polystyrene

Black
bag

Colored
bag

Corrugated
board

Paper
bag

Taking garbage by yourself

Garbage size more than 24 cm x 24 cm x 35 cm is large-size garbage.
*Take out oil
from the oil
heater. Take
out batteries.

Wardrobe
case

*Follow the time and date of collecting wastes to avoid damage of animals

Navigation dial: 0570-001-530
Large-size garbage reception center, Fujimi-shi （Reception
time: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekdays）

■Furniture, electric appliance

Blanket

Disposable
body warmer

*Some materials are unburnable.
Wastes larger than 50cm are bulk garbage

Large-size garbage

Drawer

Sponges

Cold
compresses

■Disposable
diaper

Plastic shopping bag
Water-white transparent bag or
milky-white semi-transparent bag

Reception time

Weekdays: 9:00 to 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Saturday: 9:00 to 11:30 a.m.

* Call the Large-size garbage reception center, Fujimi-shi on the same day, when taking garbage on weekdays.
* When taking garbage on Saturday, call the center from Monday to Friday beforehand (ﬁrst twenty arrivals).
* After you call the center, take the garbage to the environmental center Fujimi-shi, or Niiza.

Carpet
Gas range,
microwave oven

Collecting large-size garbage on each house
Collecting day: Weekdays excluding Christmas and holiday and season
(1) Call the Large-size garbage reception center, Fujimi-shi beforehand.(Collecting date, fee and place to put
garbage will be noticed.)
(2) Purchase a large-size garbage disposing ticket at a city hole, branch oﬃce or a dealer with the fee reported
on the phone.

Top of a bath

Video deck

Polyethylene
tank

Bicycle

(3) Attach the purchased large-size garbage disposing ticket (a seal) on each garbage and take it at the
appointed place until 8:30 a.m. It will be collected on the appointed day. (Your attendance is not needed.)
For a dealer of the ticket, refer to home page of Fujimi-shi or contact Large-size garbage reception center.

Trashes diﬃcult to dispose（Trashes which cannot handle at the city）
Bricks, blocks

Fire
extinguisher
Gas
cylinder

Piano

Tires
Clod

Bathtub

Sand

Consult with a store where you bought it or a waste disposer
Waste disposer

Oil

●Tires, pianos, ﬁre-resistant safe, bowling ball
●Concrete, block, clod, sand, stones, tiles
●Fire extinguisher, propane gas cylinder,
bathtub
●Engine oil, liquid wax, edible oil
●Part of the car, part of the bike, batteries
●Drug medicine, agricultural chemicals,
dangerous drug, injection needle, medical
devices and others
●Automatic vending machine, electrical
products for industrial use
●Wreckage due to reconstruction of buildings
and demolishing
●Industrial waste
●Bike
●Cellular phone
●Bulk garbage and plastic garbage from
business activities

Katayama Shoji Co., Ltd. Katsuse 279, Fujimi-shi

049-261-0631

Kyowa Seiso Unyu Co., Ltd. Tsuruma 2008-14, Fujimi-shi

049-253-5030

Ohmura Shoji Co., Ltd. 2-18-20, Shimomuneoka, Shiki-shi 048-472-0328
Kinoshita Friend Co., Ltd. Sakanoshita 1142, Tokorozawa-shi 04-2946-0111

Motorcycle Recycling

000

Bikes are recycled at bike stores indicated with
following logo mark. For details, refer to as follows.

Japan automobile recycling promotion center
TEL 050-3000-0727（9：30～17：00）
Cellular phones are collected at stores with a logo mark as shown.
Let’
s recycle them.

Following consumer electronics are unable to dispose at a disposal center of the city

● TV, washing machine, clothes dryer, refrigerator, freezer, air conditioner ●（April 1, 2001）

●Ask a waste disposer (refer to
above) to take it over.
●Bring it to designated collection
place as shown in the right
*In this case, you don’
t need transportation fee

※Recycle fee and transportation fee is necessary to dispose.※
（Recycle fee + collection and transportation fee = charge）

TV：¥2376 or more (15-inch or less：¥1296 or more)
Rough standard
Air conditioner, outside machine：¥972
of recycle fee
diﬀers according Refrigerator, freezer：¥4644 or more (170 litter or less：¥3672 or more)
to manufacturer
Washing machine, clothes dryer：¥2484 or more

● Computer, display monitor, notebook computer ●
（1）
Ask a manufacture of the （2）Pay recycling
How
PC to collect (if manufacturer charge according
to
dispose is not known or does not
to the indication of
exist, consult to PC3R
Promotion Association)

the manufacturer

（3）Attach a slip sent
from a manufacturer
and send the PC to
the manufacturer
with JAPAN POST.

（Oct. 1, 2002）
*Recycling charge
is not needed for
PC attached with
the PC recycle mark
as shown in the left

Designated collection place

How ●Ask the shop where you bought it
or when you buy new one to take it
to
dispose
over.

Call for conﬁrmation beforehand.

Kinoshita Friend Co., Ltd.
Sakanoshita 1142, Tokorozawa-shi

04-2944-3737

Kinoshita Friend Co., Ltd., Kawagoe oﬃce
Matsugo 886-9, Kawagoe-shi

049-272-7750

Kawagoe Center, Nippon Express
Minami Ohtsuka 6-37-3, Kawagoe-shi 049-249-0201

Customer service regarding recycling computers

PC3R Promotion Association
TEL 03-5282-7685

Open: Monday to Friday
9：00～12：00／13：00～17：00
http://www.pc3r.jp/
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Ta b le o f c o lle c t io n d a t e
（Trashes are collected also on holidays. Collecting schedule on New Year holiday season is noticed on a publication.）

Ohaza
Mizuko
か

1 to 300（East side of Fujimi Kawagoe by-pass

Friday

Wednesday・Saturday

Wednesday

Monday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

up to 3500s excluding above

Monday

Wednesday・Saturday

Wednesday

900s to 1300s

Monday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

1800s to 3600s（East side of Tobu Tojo line）

Thursday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

2000s to 3600s（West side of Tobu Tojo line） Wednesday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

100s to 7000s（East side of Tobu Tojo line excluding below）

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

Part of 2900s*

Friday

Wednesday・Saturday

Wednesday

Part of 4400s（West side of Tobu Tojo line）

Tuesday

Wednesday・Saturday

Wednesday

1 to 2 chome, Kaizuka
1 to 3 chome, Kamisawa
1 to 2 chome, Suwa

さ

Sekizawa

Saturday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

Thursday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

1 chome

Thursday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

2 to 3 chome

Tuesday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

Tsuruse
Nishi
た

weather and transportation condition.
●Users should take responsibility of garbage collection point
so that to keep clean and not to mess up.
●G eneral waste from business activities should not be
wasted to the garbage collection point for general household
garbage. Ask for collection to the business operator which

Contact to Environment Division
TEL 049-251-2711（extension）

246〜248
Weekday 8：30 to 17：15

the city authorized or bring them directly to the environment
center (disposing facility) by yourself. However, bulk garbage,
plastic garbage, and industrial waste are excluded.

Wednesday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

2 chome（excluding 1）

Wednesday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

3 chome

Wednesday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

Thursday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

Thursday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

Environment Division, Fujimi-shi

Tsuruse Higashi 1 to 2 chome
Tsuruma

な

1 to 3 chome（excluding 3−33）
3−33

Friday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

All area of Nambata（including Higashi Ohkubo）

Friday

Wednesday・Saturday

Wednesday

1 to 3 chome（excluding 1 chome 5 to 17s）
Nishi
Mizuhodai 1 chome 5 to 17s

Tuesday

Wednesday・Saturday

Wednesday

Hanesawa

Tuesday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

1 chome

Monday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

2 to 3 chome

Thursday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

Tuesday

Wednesday・Saturday

Wednesday

1 to 2 chome

Friday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

3 chome（excluding 2 to 5s）

Friday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

Harigaya 1 to 2 chome, Ohaza Harigaya
は

Bring garbage by 8:30 at a designated place
●Collection time of the garbage changes according to the

2−1

Types of garbage

Community

4 91 to 510s

Friday

Resources
plastic

Ohaza
Tsuruma

Thursday

Combustible
garbage

あ

Monday・Thursday

Papers and cloths,
bottles, cans, PET
bottles, non-flammable
and harmful garbage

Ohaza
Katsuse

Saturday

Resources
plastic

Enokicho

Combustible
garbage

Community

Papers and cloths,
bottles, cans, PET
bottles, non-flammable
and harmful garbage

Types of garbage

ま

Higashi
3 chome 2 to 5s
Mizuhodai
4 chome（excluding 14 to 19s）

Thursday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

Friday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

4 chome 14 to 19s

Thursday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

Fujimino Higashi, Fujimino Nishi

Monday

Wednesday・Saturday

Wednesday

1 to 2 chome, Mizutani

Friday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

1 to 3 chome, Mizutani Higashi

Saturday

Monday・Thursday

Thursday

や 1 to 2 chome, Yamamuro

Monday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

わ 1 to 3 chome, Watado

Monday

Tuesday・Friday

Friday

Trashes are collected also on holidays but not on Sundays
*For AIM Fujimino community, contact to management center
*For Kitabukuro 2940, Mizuko Aza, Ohaza
（Shiki, Fujimi New River Town）
contact to Environment Division

